muck dormitory. However, they found Westgate less conveniently located than their present arrangements with reference to both distance and transportation, and also much more limited in space. Presently each girl living out has her own room as well as living rooms and full-sized kitchens. The McCormick Annex at Westgate consists of one-room efficiency apartments with kitchenettes for two girls and two-room (one large and one small) apartments with kitchenettes for three girls.

Identity no problem

As for the problem of identification, one girl said that she wanted to be identified with the rest of the coeds "to no extent." She felt that the "cool image" is "still horribly unpleasing, though it has changed" and that for her own personal benefit she wished to be away from both the atmosphere and the image.

Another noted that she had "never identified as a coed" and therefore felt no loss in that area upon moving off-campus. A third commented that as a senior she already has a "well-established identity both as an MIT student and in her major." Nor are ties cut entirely by leaving the campus to live. The girls still come back for classes and activities and to visit friends.
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